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I received your kind Letter this Morning my dear Bright and feel myself very happy for the sake of young Nash that he did not act as Camey on the occasion – Every thing I understand was arranged between him and the Widow but Mr. Daniel with whom he left Bristol and with whom he was to have returned has it is understood brought back the Widow’s affectionate Tokens and Sorrow that she found the Count will not permit them to follow the Dictates of his Heart – On such occasions as you will know envy Jealousy & a thousand other nastily Palpating give Rise to a thousand nastily Stony the plain Truth appears to be that the Widow was fond of Youth and Fortune and Youth was led away by Vanity and fond Desire – At all events was the Difference of Age the only Portion they me much better as under – I have at
Earl got the box which was delivered in due time at Exeter but would have lain neglected in the warehouse till a general sale of its contents perhaps, had not Grace Vicarage fortunately accompanied Mr. Skene to meet the Rector at Exeter. She insisted on examining the warehouse and there discovered the poor neglected box—Mary and I are going next week to spend a few days at Mr. Hoare's where I shall have a good opportunity of enquiring into the medical state of Exeter and hope I may be successful. As for the my dear Friend, my present concern, my present anxiety in contemplation will determine the fate of the box, nor do I think now I am to be shaken or diverted—I am satisfied there is no amendment or alleviation which will gratify the which will not be within my reach and if I shall not deal Samantha to all who dare to differ from my philosophy why should I? may be good friends and it all the rest. Whereafter: God bless you Friend.
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